
Confounding 



Random variation

Systematic error (Bias)

Selection bias

Information bias

Confounding

Statistician’s expertise

Epidemiologist’s expertise



Lack of  comparability…

Mixing effects…

Error (bias) caused by lack of  comparability

between users and non-users of  a drug

Confounding



1. Associated to outcome

2. Associated to exposure

3. Not caused by the exposure

(”not part of  the causal chain”)



Hypothesis

Does use of  thiazides lead to an increased

risk of  upper gastrointestinal bleeding?

Potential confounders?



Confounder control

DESIGN

Randomization

Cross-over

Restriction

Matching

Self-controlled

ANALYSIS

Stratification

Multivariat analysis

Propensity score (PS)



Corrects unknown and unmeasured confoudners

Ressource demanding

Unethical (re safety issues)

Not efficient in small trials

”Gold standard” for assessing intended effects

Randomization

?



Ultimate confounder control

Corrects unknown and unmeasured confoudners

Ressource demanding

Only useful with transient effects

Cross-over

?



To restrictive = limited statistical power

To restrictive = Lack of  representativity

(Could be implemented in analysis)

Restriction

?
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Confounder control

DESIGN

Randomization

Cross-over

Restriction

Matching

Self-controlled

ANALYSIS

Stratification

Multivariat analysis

Propensity score (PS)



Stratification I
All
(n=3000)

Individuals Outcomes Risk RR

Non-user 2500 410 16.4% 1.0 (ref.)

User 500 180 36.0% 2.20

Men
(n=2000)

Individuals Outcomes Risk RR

Non-user 1600 320 20.0% 1.0 (ref.)

User 400 160 40.0% 2.00

Women
(n=1000)

Individuals Outcomes Risk RR

Non-user 900 90 10.0% 1.0 (ref.)

User 100 20 20.0% 2.00



Stratifikation II



Multivariat analyse

Data is ”fitted” into a model (logistic regression, Cox 

regression, Poisson regression etc), to adjust for multiple 

variables at the same time

Can handle a large number of  variables

Black box

”Small number” bias?



Warfarin and risk of  SAH

Cases Kontroller Crude OR * Adjusted OR **

Never use 6,885 280,381 1.00 (ref.) 1.00 (ref.)

Ever use 393 10,728 1.53 (1.37-1.70) 1.36 (1.22-1.51)

Recency of  use:

Current use 284 6,282 1.90 (1.68-2.15) 1.70 (1.49-1.93)

Recent use 10 258 1.64 (0.87-3.09) 1.47 (0.77-2.77)

Past use 18 678 1.10 (0.69-1.76) 0.96 (0.60-1.54)

Non-use 81 3,510 0.97 (0.77-1.21) 0.85 (0.68-1.07)

* Adjusted for sex, age, and calendar time

** Further adjusted for 12 specific drugs, 8 specific diagnoses, income and education



”small number” bias





Confounding by indication

When the reason to prescribe a 

drug is a (strong) determinant 

for the outcome



”Study” of  anticoagulant effect

Use of  oral anticoagulants and risk

of  ‘deep vein thrombosis’ (DVT)

True relative risk (RR): <1 (perhaps 0.1?)

Adjusted for age and sex: RR = 27

+ other risk factors for DVT: RR = 4



Miettinen’s conclusion

Confounding by indication can be very strong

Is not correctable in a non-randomized design

Miettinen OS. The need for randomization in the 

study of  intended effects. Stat Med 1983; 2: 267-71.



Confounding-by-indication
Variants (according to severity)

Indication associated with a risk factor for the outcome
(Statins -> fracture)

Part of  the indication is a risk factor for the outcome
(Coxibs -> peptic ulcer bleeding)

Indication is a risk factor for the outcome
(Lithium -> suicide)

The drug is prescribed with the sole 
purpose of  preventing the outcome

(Low-dose aspirin -> MI)





What about… propensity scores?





being treated with 
drug A over drug B

A propensity score (likelihood score) is a 
value between 0 and 1 that

- given a specific set of  covariates -
provides the likelihood of  something
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logit outcome exposure covar1 covar2 covar3

logit exposure covar1 covar2 covar3

predict ps
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Brookhart et al., AJE 2006



Matching 

Regression

Stratification

Weighthing

... combinations

See Stürmer et al., JIM 2014



Literature
www.antonpottegaard.dk/download/PSlitteratur.zip

Introduction to PS Glynn et al., BCPT 2005

Stürmer et al., JIM 2014

Choice of  variables Brookhart et al., AJE 2006

Comparison to other methods Stürmer et al., JCE 2005

Cepeda et al., AJE 2003

Trimming Stürmer et al., AJE 2010

Kurth et al., AJE 2005

Matching Rassen et al., PDS 2012

High-dimensional PS Schneeweiss et al., Epidemiology 2009

Hallas & Pottegård, BCPT 2017

Adjusting’unmeasured confounding’ Schneeweis et al., Epidemiology 2009

Disease risk scores Glynn et al., PDS 2012 

http://www.antonpottegaard.dk/download/PSlitteratur.zip



